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SPCH-S 400 SENIOR SEMINAR IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
UNDERSTANDING COMICS AND GRAPHIC NOVELS 
 
RESEARCH PROJECT 
 
 
We don’t learn in a vacuum, rather we learn by comparing and contrasting our ideas with those 
around us. As such, this project is a theoretical investigation into a relevant topic related to 
comics or graphic novels that will augment your learning process. You will investigate an area 
of that you find interesting and deem important for the field of study. The result will be a 
polished piece of original research. 
 
CREATING THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

 
Simply put, your research project should adopt a particular stance and argue that viewpoint 
using evidence. Any topic in the field is open for study including ones listed on our syllabus, 
ones brought up in discussion, and those not covered. Select something you enjoy and want to 
study further, something that is not represented by our course content, and/or is currently under-
researched.  
 
With that topic in mind, develop a research question (or set of research questions) that relate to 
your topic. Research questions are what guide your investigation. According to Keyton (2001), 
they ask, “what the tentative relationship among variables might be or asks about the state or 
nature of some communication phenomenon” (p. 12). Research questions (RQs) guide your 
research; they epitomize what drives your intellectual curiosity.   
 
Since I will not accept “because I said so” as a valid response to your RQ, you will need to back 
up your assertions with evidence. You can pull research from academic (e.g., journal articles, 
papers, etc.) and popular press (e.g., blogs, magazine articles, etc.) materials. There is a plethora 
of material out there – make sure to discern the appropriate pieces that will help from those that 
will deter. In the end, this will help you contextualize and synthesize your own viewpoints into 
a cogent argument. 
 
RESEARCH PAPER FORMAT 

 
A very generic format for APA research papers is as follows: 

• Title Page 
• Abstract (one-page overview of the paper) 
• Introduction (sets the stage; proposes research questions; identifies methodology) 
• Content (describing connections and critiquing positions) 
• Conclusion (drawing conclusions; final thoughts) 
• References 

 
Not familiar with APA? Here’s a good resource to help you with formatting, guidelines, etc. 
http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 
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ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 
Finally, here are the technical specifications for your paper: 

• Adherence to APA formatting guidelines 
• Minimum of 10 original sources  
• Microsoft Word document – either .doc or .docx (not a PDF) 
• Email the paper to ahosterm@iusb.edu 

 
Your project is due on November 20, 2013 by midnight. 
 
PAPER PROPOSAL 

 
A proposal for your paper should be the starting point for this project. Think of this as your first 
foray into the discovery process. In this I am expecting to see the following: 

1. Your specific area of study: what area of deception and lying are you going to study? 
2. Your research question: a first stab at specifically you’d like to discover through the 

research process 
3. A rationale / reasoning for this: why is this an important topic to study? 
4. How you think you will go about doing the project: your method 

 
Email me the proposal in Word format by midnight on October 9, 2013. 
 
 
Remember: The quality of the paper depends upon the critical and/or descriptive in-depth 
analysis that you develop, not just meeting the basic page and/or source requirements. 


